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Abstract—Java projects are often built on top of various third-party
libraries. If multiple versions of a library exist on the classpath, JVM
will only load one version and shadow the others, which we refer to
as dependency conflicts. This would give rise to semantic conflict (SC)
issues, if the library APIs referenced by a project have identical method
signatures but inconsistent semantics across the loaded and shadowed
versions of libraries. SC issues are difficult for developers to diag-
nose in practice, since understanding them typically requires domain
knowledge. Although adapting the existing test generation technique for
dependency conflict issues, RIDDLE, to detect SC issues is feasible, its
effectiveness is greatly compromised. This is mainly because RIDDLE

randomly generates test inputs, while the SC issues typically require
specific arguments in the tests to be exposed. To address that, we
conducted an empirical study of 316 real SC issues to understand the
characteristics of such specific arguments in the test cases that can
capture the SC issues. Inspired by our empirical findings, we propose
an automated testing technique SENSOR, which synthesizes test cases
using ingredients from the project under test to trigger inconsistent
behaviors of the APIs with the same signatures in conflicting library
versions. Our evaluation results show that SENSOR is effective and
useful: it achieved a 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 of 0.898 and a 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 of 0.725 on
open-source projects and a 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 of 0.821 on industrial projects;
it detected 306 semantic conflict issues in 50 projects, 70.4% of which
had been confirmed as real bugs, and 84.2% of the confirmed issues
have been fixed quickly.

Index Terms—Third-party Libraries, Test Generation, Empirical Study.

1 INTRODUCTION

BUILDING software projects on top of third-party li-
braries is a common practice to save development cost
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and improve software quality [1], [2], [3], [4]. However, the
heavy dependencies on third-party libraries often induce
dependency conflict issues [5]. When multiple versions of
the same library class are present on the classpath, the
Java class loader will load only one version and shadow
the others [6]. If the loaded version has inconsistent im-
plementations with the intended but shadowed versions,
dependency conflict issues will occur, inducing risks of
runtime exceptions or unexpected program behaviors.

The state-of-the-art techniques [5], [7] for detecting de-
pendency conflict issues mainly focus on specific cate-
gories of the issues, such as ClassNotFoundException and
NoSuchMethodError, which happen when the loaded li-
brary versions do not cover all the APIs referenced by the
client projects. One limitation of these techniques is that
they cannot identify the dependency conflict issues that
arise from referencing those APIs with identical method
signatures but inconsistent behaviors across multiple li-
brary versions [8], [7]. We refer to such issues as Semantic
Conflict issues (SC issues for short). In the strict sense, the
projects suffer from SC issues can pass the compilation
and build process, and such issues are only exposed as
inconsistent behaviors at runtime. Figure 1 gives a real
example of SC issues. On the classpath of the project
Openstack-java-sdk 3.2.5, there are two versions of the
library Jackson-core-asl, namely, Version 1.9.4 and Ver-
sion 1.9.13. In the example, Java class loader loads Version
1.9.13 but shadows Version 1.9.4. As shown in the code
snippet, the method createClientExecutor() in the project
will transitively invoke validate(ClientResponse) of the
library Jackson-core-asl. However, the implementations
of validate(ClientResponse) are semantically inconsis-
tent between the two versions. The project was originally
designed to use Version 1.9.4 of Jackson-core-asl, which
is unfortunately shadowed. Although there will be no run-
time exceptions in such cases, the semantic inconsistency of
library method implementations will inappropriately affect
the variable states of the client project via the invocation
of the concerned methods, leading to unexpected program
behaviors.

SC issues arise from code changes of API implementa-
tions, which are common in popular libraries. Many of these
changes are too subtle for developers to understand their
effects on program semantics [2]. Existing test suites may
not help effectively expose such differences neither. As such,
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Fig. 1: Issue #214 [9] in Openstack-java-sdk 3.2.5

SC issues are difficult to diagnose. For example, a developer
left the following comment in the pull request [10] of the
aforementioned issue:

“I have encountered these types of semantic inconsistency
issues lots of times when dealing with dependency conflicts.
When such issues happen, signature changes can be detected
by static analyzers. However, semantic changes would be
more difficult to detect. Empirically, developers diagnose
them by reading the git history of the library or dynamic
testing.”

Detecting SC issues typically requires rich domain
knowledge to discern the subtle differences in API im-
plementations, which is a non-trivial task. Therefore, an
automated technique to detect SC issues is highly desirable.
We note that the most relevant and recent technique is
RIDDLE [7]. It was designed to verify dependency conflict
issues caused by the missing of classes or methods. RIDDLE
can generate tests to drive the execution of a client project
towards the target call sites that could induce dependency
conflict issues. While it seems possible to adapt RIDDLE
using the idea of differential testing (i.e., comparing the
runtime behavior of a target API across multiple library
versions) to detect SC issues, our trial on 70 open-source
projects shows that this technique is not that effective as
anticipated (see Section 2.3). It is mainly because merely
reaching the call sites of a target API and invoking it with
random arguments can hardly trigger the inconsistent be-
haviors of the API across different versions. As such, many
SC issues, whose manifestation requires specific arguments
(referred to as divergence arguments in this paper), cannot
be effectively exposed. This motivates us to design a more
effective testing technique to detect SC issues.

As discussed above, an obvious challenge in detecting
SC issues via testing is to generate divergence arguments
to trigger inconsistent API behaviors across different library
versions. To address this challenge, we performed an in-
depth study of 316 real SC issues collected from open-source
Java projects to understand the characteristics of divergence
arguments in the test cases that could expose these issues.
The study revealed several interesting findings. First, to

generate desirable test inputs for detecting SC issues, almost
all (99.9%) the API calls and (95.5%) object constructors take
at least one argument, and, for 98.5% of these APIs and
constructors, at least one of their arguments has specific
values that can hardly be generated by random techniques
such as RIDDLE. Second, we observed three common pat-
terns to produce divergence arguments for API calls and
object constructors in the test cases. Third, we found that,
for 61.5% of our analyzed API calls and object constructors,
their divergence arguments can be directly obtained from
the source code of the client project. Fourth, for the APIs
and constructors in the test cases whose arguments cannot
be found in the source code of the client project, we replaced
the arguments with other compatible values that can be
found in the client project’s source code and discovered that
119 out of 193 (61.7%) such revised test cases could still
capture SC issues.

Inspired by our empirical findings, our idea of seeding
divergence arguments for triggering SC issues is to syn-
thesize concerned object constructors and API calls with
these arguments from the source code of client projects.
Specifically, we synthesize an object constructor/API call
with divergence arguments by distilling the set of legitimate
API usages and the values of its arguments from the source
code. We refer to the set as the constructor’s/API’s invoca-
tion context. We implemented our idea into an automated
testing technique, SENSOR. Given a client project to ana-
lyze, SENSOR first extracts the invocation contexts of each
object constructor and API call from the source code and
leverages them to construct a class instance pool and an
API argument pool. Combining a seeding strategy of class
instances/API calls with EVOSUITE, it then generates tests
to trigger the concerned library APIs and checks whether
they behave consistently across different versions. In our
approach, SENSOR does not simply report all detected be-
havioral inconsistencies as bugs. Instead, it pinpoints the
differences in variable states of a project under analysis and
provides such fine-grained information to help developers
further diagnose SC issues.

We evaluated SENSOR using 140 open-source projects
on GitHub and 10 industrial projects from Neusoft Co.
Ltd (SSE: 600718) [11]. SENSOR achieved a 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 of
0.898 and a 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 of 0.725 on open-source projects, and
a precision of 0.821 on industrial projects. SENSOR detected
306 real SC issues from 50 open-source projects. We reported
these issues to the developers of the corresponding projects
and detailed the issues’ impact on program behaviors. So
far, 70.4% of our reported issues have been confirmed by
the developers as real bugs, and 84.2% of the confirmed
issues have been fixed quickly. Most of the confirmed issues
are from popular projects such as Rest-assured [12] and
Java-design-patterns [13]. From the feedback on our re-
ported issues (see Section 5.3), we observed that developers
acknowledged the pervasiveness of SC issues and the ne-
cessity of a testing technique to diagnose such issues. They
also expressed great interests in using SENSOR. These results
demonstrate the effectiveness and usefulness of SENSOR. In
summary, we make four major contributions in this paper:
• An empirical study of 316 real SC issues for exploring the

characteristics of test cases that can expose SC issues.
• A fully automated technique, SENSOR, for detecting SC
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Fig. 2: A motivating example

issues.
• A benchmark dataset for assessing SENSOR and similar

approaches for detecting the issues induced by semantic
inconsistencies of library APIs across different versions.

• A systematic analysis and discussions of SC issues’ im-
pacts on program behaviors.

Our tool and dataset are available at:
https://sensordc.github.io/.

2 PRELIMINARIES

2.1 Motivation
To roughly estimate the scale of SC issues, we statically
detected the semantic inconsistency of the conflicting API
pairs by comparing their code structures in terms of call
graphs and control flow graphs. We first collected 1,654
Java projects from GitHub based on two criteria: (1) it has
achieved over 50 stars or forks (popularity); and (2) it is
built on the Maven platform. Then, we compared the code
structures of the conflicting API pairs in these projects and
labeled them as potential SC issues if their code structures
are different. The results showed that 73.1% of the projects
contain at least one potential SC issue. Each of them contains
on average 20 conflicting library API pairs that potentially
cause SC issues.

The static analysis of SC issues based on different
code structures can be highly imprecise for some projects.
Figure 2 illustrates a false positive SC issue found by
the static approach. There are two versions of the class
Netty.bootstrap.ServerBootstrap on the classpath of
the project Hmily-2.0.0 [14], which are included by the
libraries org.jboss.netty 3.2.5 and io.netty 3.10.5, re-
spectively. Due to Maven’s first declaration wins strategy, only
the method getPrefixFromTerm() declared in the library
org.jboss.netty 3.2.5 is loaded and invoked by the client
project. Although the call graphs of these two versions
differ, the method in io.netty 3.10.5 was simply a code
refactoring in org.jboss.netty 3.2.5 that did not affect
the program semantics.

Validation of SC issues is non-trivial. It requires domain
knowledge to understand the implementations of the client
project and its libraries. This motivates us to validate SC
issues using automatically generated tests.
2.2 Problem formulation
To formulate our research problem, we introduce the follow-
ing concepts. In particular, we let 𝐶 ′

𝑖 be a shadowed class

version and 𝐶𝑖 be the actually-loaded class version, and use
𝐶 :: 𝑚 to denote an API 𝑚 of class 𝐶.

Definition 1. (Conflicting API pair): Let 𝐶 ′
𝑖 :: 𝑚𝑘 be an

API included in the shadowed class version and referenced
by the client project H , and 𝐶𝑖 ::𝑚𝑘 be an API belonging to
the actually-loaded class version, where 𝑚𝑘 represents the
method signature. If 𝐶 ′

𝑖 :: 𝑚𝑘 and 𝐶𝑖 :: 𝑚𝑘 share the same
signature, we consider 𝐶 ′

𝑖 :: 𝑚𝑘 and 𝐶𝑖 :: 𝑚𝑘 as a pair of
conflicting APIs, which is denoted as 𝐶𝐴𝑃⟨𝐶 ′

𝑖 ::𝑚𝑘 , 𝐶𝑖 ::𝑚𝑘⟩.
Conflicting class versions 𝐶𝑖 and 𝐶 ′

𝑖 caused by a dependency
conflict issue, may introduce a set of conflicting API pairs.
We denote the set of conflicting API pairs as 𝐶𝐴⟨𝐶𝑖 , 𝐶

′
𝑖 ⟩.

Definition 2. (Isomerous conflicting API pair): Suppose
that 𝐶𝐴𝑃⟨𝐶 ′

𝑖 :: 𝑚𝑘 , 𝐶𝑖 :: 𝑚𝑘⟩ is a conflicting API pair. If
there are implementation differences between 𝐶 ′

𝑖 :: 𝑚𝑘 and
𝐶𝑖 ::𝑚𝑘 , we consider 𝐶𝐴𝑃⟨𝐶 ′

𝑖 ::𝑚𝑘 , 𝐶𝑖 ::𝑚𝑘⟩ as an isomerous
conflicting API pair.

Definition 3. (Original dependency path): For each API
𝐶 ′
𝑖 ::𝑚𝑘 included in a shadowed class version and directly or

indirectly referenced by a class 𝐶1 in the client project, we
define any path 𝑂𝑝 = ⟨𝐶1 :: 𝑚1, · · · , 𝐶𝑖−1 :: 𝑚𝑘−1, 𝐶

′
𝑖 :: 𝑚𝑘⟩ as

its original dependency path, where 𝐶1 :: 𝑚1 represents an
entry method in the class 𝐶1 of the client project indirectly
referencing the method 𝐶 ′

𝑖 ::𝑚𝑘 along 𝑂𝑝.
Definition 4. (Actual dependency path): Suppose that

𝐶𝐴𝑃⟨𝐶 ′
𝑖 :: 𝑚𝑘 , 𝐶𝑖 :: 𝑚𝑘⟩ is a conflicting API pair. For each

original dependency path 𝑂𝑝 with respect to API 𝐶 ′
𝑖 ::𝑚𝑘 , we

define 𝐴𝑝 = ⟨𝐶1 :: 𝑚1, · · · , 𝐶𝑖−1 :: 𝑚𝑘−1, 𝐶𝑖 :: 𝑚𝑘⟩ as the corre-
sponding actual dependency path, as the build environment
enforces the interactions between entry method 𝐶1 :: 𝑚1 in
the class 𝐶1 of the client project and API 𝐶𝑖 ::𝑚𝑘 included in
the actually-loaded class 𝐶𝑖 along 𝐴𝑝. Note that, 𝑂𝑝 and 𝐴𝑝
share the subpath from entry method 𝐶1 ::𝑚1 to 𝐶𝑖−1 ::𝑚𝑘−1.

Problem: Given a project with a set of conflicting API
pairs 𝐶𝐴⟨𝐶𝑖 , 𝐶

′
𝑖 ⟩, our research problem is how to automati-

cally generate tests to trigger the execution of each isomer-
ous conflicting API pair 𝐶𝐴𝑃⟨𝐶 ′

𝑖 ::𝑚𝑘 , 𝐶𝑖 ::𝑚𝑘⟩ ∈ 𝐶𝐴⟨𝐶𝑖 , 𝐶
′
𝑖 ⟩

along the original and actual dependency paths, and expose
the inconsistent behaviors of client project.

2.3 Challenges
RIDDLE is the state-of-the-art technique that generates tests
to detect dependency conflict issues in projects where the
loaded library versions fail to cover all the referenced APIs
based on their method signatures [7]. However, this tech-
nique is not applicable to detecting SC issues, since SC
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Fig. 3: An example for illustrating RIDDLE’s challenges in detecting SC issues

issues arise from referencing the APIs with identical method
signatures but inconsistent behaviors across multiple library
versions.

RIDDLE uses genetic algorithm to evolve sets of candi-
date tests, aiming to maximize the possibility of triggering
the conflicting API execution with the defined guidance
criteria (see more detailed description of fitness function in
Section 4.3). However, a major challenge of test generation
for dependency conflict issues lies in the difficulties in reach-
ing the target branches along the path from entry methods
defined in a client project to the shadowed APIs provided
by third-party libraries. Especially, the conditions on the
path may involve complex object creation, field accesses,
etc., making the conditions hard to construct. To address
this problem, RIDDLE mutates the conditions of each branch
in an identified path by making them be evaluated to be
True or False so as to force a test execution along the path
that invokes a shadowed API (this mutation operation is
called short-circuiting). As RIDDLE is designed to trigger the
referenced but shadowed APIs due to dependency conflicts,
after short-circuiting the unsolvable branch conditions, a
crash can be captured by its generated tests.

We may adapt the mechanism to detect SC issues. For
example, after identifying the conflicting library APIs for
SC issues, we can use RIDDLE to generate tests to drive the
program to execute along the path from an entry method
to the isomerous conflicting library APIs. Then, we can
execute the generated test using the shadowed version and
the loaded version, respectively, and compare their test

outcomes to check the semantic inconsistency. However,
based on our trials on 70 Java projects with RIDDLE, we
observed that this approach cannot effectively detect SC
issues, due to its randomly generated arguments and short-
circuiting operations.

Consider an SC issue #1730 [15] of project
Sentinel v1.8.0, which is caused by directly and
indirectly referencing multiple versions of library
httpcomponents.httpcore (version v4.4.5 was loaded by
build tool, while version v4.4.6 was shadowed). As shown
in Figure 3(a), an entry method HttpHeartbeatSender
.operate(String) of the client project depends on
method DefaultRequestDirector.execute(HttpContext,
String) in library httpcomponents.httpclient v4.5.3.
Specifically, the above method is originally designed to ref-
erence API ConnectionStrategy.keepAlive(HttpContext,
String) defined in library httpcomponents.httpcore
v4.4.6. Since version v4.4.6 was shadowed, such entry
method of the client project actually transitively invoke
the API ConnectionStrategy.keepAlive(HttpContext,
String) in version v4.4.5, whose implementations were
semantically inconsistent with the intended version.

To trigger the conflicting library API Connection-
Strategy.keepAlive(HttpContext) in the intended ver-
sion httpcomponents.httpcore v4.4.6 or the loaded version
httpcomponents.httpcore v4.4.5, a test must instantiate
an object of the class HttpHeartbeatSender with the aid of
its constructor as shown in Figure 3(b), and then call the
entry method HttpHeartbeatSender.operate(String)
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TABLE 1: The statistics of the subjects collected in our study (k = 1,000)

# Project # Star Size (# kLOC) # Test case # Library 𝐿𝑖𝑏𝑣 Path length

128
Min. Max. Avg. Min. Max. Avg. Min. Max. Avg. Min. Max. Avg. Min. Max. Avg. Min. Max. Avg.

61 22.4k 931 0.7 509.1 91.4 30 4,824 379 20 129 41 6 116 53 3 13 7

provided by the object. Figure 3(d) shows a test
generated by RIDDLE. Although the randomly
generated argument “./1” (for the entry method)
does not meet the condition at Line 88 of method
DefaultRequestDirector.execute(HttpContext,String),
RIDDLE can force the test execution along the path
that invokes the target API ConnectionStrategy.
keepAlive(HttpContext), by mutating the condition of this
branch to be evaluated to be True. However, this mutation
violates the originally designed semantic constraints and
cannot be considered as a convincing evidence for revealing
inconsistent behaviors. In this case, even if RIDDLE
triggered the target API, the randomly generated argument
“#a” (for class HttpHeartbeatSender’s constructor) cannot
satisfy the semantic constraint of condition at Line 68 of
method ConnectionStrategy.keepAlive(HttpContext) in
httpcomponents.httpcore v4.4.6. As such, the test could
not capture the semantic inconsistency between these two
conflicting library versions (both returning True on versions
v4.4.6 and v4.4.5).

As observed from the above example, the SC issue
requires a specific argument to be triggered, i.e., valid pa-
rameters “Close” and “Connection”, which can be found in
a caller method of HttpHeartbeatSender’s constructor and
API HttpHeartbeatSender.operate(String) (as shown in
Figure 3(c)). RIDDLE, which generates test inputs randomly
and mutates branch conditions, is ineffective in exposing
such issues. Even worse, using the invalid arguments to
instantiate class objects can easily trigger runtime exceptions
(i.e., NullPointerException) before reaching the call sites
of target APIs. The example motivates us to conduct an
empirical study to understand the characteristics of specific
arguments that expose SC issues.

3 EMPIRICAL INVESTIGATION

As discussed above, detecting SC issues typically requires
rich domain knowledge about how to generate divergence
arguments to capture the subtle differences in API im-
plementations across conflicting library versions. Hence,
understanding the characteristics of arguments on the test
cases that can effectively expose SC issues, helps design an
effective SC issue detection technique. To achieve this goal,
we conducted an empirical study on a collection of test cases
that have captured real SC issues. The study aims to answer
the following two research questions.

RQ1: Are randomly generated arguments in test cases likely
to capture inconsistent program behaviors of SC issues? What are
the characteristics of divergence arguments?

Generating the desirable test inputs with specific seman-
tic meanings or in specific formats is a significant challenge
for automated test generation techniques [16]. Specifically,
to increase the likelihood of triggering the conflicting API
pairs and revealing SC issues, we should be able to generate

divergence arguments for the concerned API calls and re-
lated object constructors. To ease our presentation, we refer
to an API call/object constructor taking no arguments as a
no-args API/constructor, and an API/object constructor that
takes arguments as a parameterized API/constructor. In this
paper, we focus on the characteristics of the divergence ar-
guments required by parameterized APIs and constructors
in the test cases, i.e., the concrete values held by arguments,
including strings, primitive types, and object references.

RQ2: Can divergence arguments in test cases be found in the
source code of the client project?

The above investigation can provide empirical evidence
and guidance to help construct divergence arguments for
parameterized APIs and constructors in test generation.

3.1 Collection for benchmark dataset

Identifying existing tests written by developers or generated
by tools that can detect SC issues is difficult. To achieve such
a goal, we first simulate a series of dependency conflicts
for a given project by altering the actually-loaded versions
of its referenced libraries. We then execute the project’s
associated tests to see if it can capture the inconsistent
behaviors introduced by the version substitution. The steps
and criteria for constructing such a dataset are described as
follows in detail:

Step 1: Selecting subjects. We randomly selected Java
projects from GitHub satisfying three conditions: (1) includ-
ing more than 30 test class files designed by the original
developers with their domain knowledge; (2) passing all
the associated test cases without errors (ensuring no SC
issues in the selected version); (3) depending on more than
20 libraries (having more upgraded/downgraded candidate
libraries). As such, we obtained 1221 open-source projects.

Step 2: Altering the actually-loaded library version. For
each library on the dependency tree of a subject, we first
collected a set of its version numbers released on the Maven
central repository, which is denoted as 𝑉 = {𝑣1, 𝑣2, · · · , 𝑣𝑛}.
We iteratively used each library version 𝑣𝑖 ∈ 𝑉 to replace its
original version on the dependency tree. Then, we checked
whether the associated tests thrown AssertionErrors when
running on the subject after replacements. The rationale
is that the AssertionError in JUnit tests is used to indi-
cate whether the actual variable values are equal to their
expected values [17]. If a test passes for the selected ver-
sion of a subject and fails for the revised version with an
AssertionError, we consider that the failing test captures
an SC issue caused by the substitution of library version
𝑣𝑖 . By manually debugging two versions of the program
triggered by this failing test, on the execution traces, we
can identify a pair of isomerous conflicting APIs defined in
both the original and altered library versions.

Eventually, from 128 Java projects, we obtained 316 SC-
revealing test cases, which correspond to 316 conflicting
API pairs. Table 1 shows the statistics of the subjects. They
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Fig. 4: The illustrative examples for explaining the constructors’
arguments (denoted by arguments ) in test cases

are large (up to 509.1 kLOC), popular (up to 22.4k stars)
and well-maintained (up to 4,824 associated test cases).
Moreover, they have large-scale dependency trees (up to 129
referenced libraries), and on average, each library has 53 ver-
sions released on the Maven central repository (denoted as
𝐿𝑖𝑏𝑣 ). And more notably, the average length of dependency
path from entry methods to the conflicting APIs triggered
by the SC-revealing test cases is 7. The statistics indicate
that the collected test cases are representative.

3.2 Empirical findings of RQ1
To answer RQ1, we manually checked 1,207 API calls and
2,356 class instances used in 316 collected SC-revealing
test cases, to analyze the characteristics of the divergence
arguments required by their corresponding constructors. By
investigation, we found that in the above test cases, 1,206
out of 1,207 API calls (99.9%) are parameterized ones, and
2,249 out of 2,356 class instances (95.5%) need to be created
using parameterized constructors. Among 1,206 parameter-
ized APIs and 2,249 parameterized constructors in the test
cases, the number of their required arguments ranges from
1 to 7 (i.e., 3±0.36). For 10,711 divergence arguments needed
by the parameterized APIs and constructors, we investi-
gated the corresponding source files to understand their
characteristics of assignments. Based on our observations,
we divide the arguments into the following three types:

Type 1. The arguments are strings or primitive type values
with specific semantic meanings or in specific formats (30.6%).
3,276 out of 10,711 arguments are strings or primitive type
values (i.e., numeric and enumeration variables) in the test
cases. By manually checking their values, we found that
2,547 out of 2,632 string arguments (96.8%) are constrained
in specific formats or have specific semantic meanings that
reflect developers’ domain knowledge, such as, the protocol
or date related strings. For instance, in the test file as
shown in Figure 4(a), a string “yyyy-mm-dd” is assigned to
the parameter of constructor SimpleDateFormat(String),
which can rarely be generated randomly.

Besides, most of the primitive type arguments are used
to specify boundary or specific values, e.g., -1, 9200, etc.
For 644 primitive type arguments, we used a random value

to replace each argument and then run the corresponding
revised test cases on both the original and the altered library
versions. The above process is repeated ten times for each
argument. Over the ten runs, if the revised test cases can
capture SC issues once a time, we consider the correspond-
ing argument can be replaced with random values. Unfor-
tunately, 623 out of 644 arguments (96.7%) failed to trigger
the inconsistent behaviors after the random replacements.

Type 2. The arguments are the instances of other classes
created by the constructors with specific inputs (18.5%). 1,978
out of 10,711 arguments are the instances of other classes.
1,924 out of the above 1,978 object constructors (97.3%)
require arguments. In such cases, developers should re-
cursively construct class instances, and the combination
of the involved arguments determines the outermost in-
stance’s state. Therefore, it requires rich domain knowledge
to create such combination of specific arguments. For exam-
ple, as shown in Figure 4(b), the argument of constructor
EsIndex(EsClient) in the test case is created by construc-
tor EsClient(String, int) with specific arguments. The
arguments “localhost” and 9200 determine the state of
constructed object client.

Type 3. The arguments are returned by the other
API calls with specific inputs (5,457/10,711 = 50.9%). In
such cases, the states of arguments are determined
by the API calls with valid arguments and the states
of class instances providing the above API calls. Fig-
ure 4(c) shows an example of this type of assign-
ment in test file MockEntity.prepareNodeSettings, the
argument of constructor HttpHost(String) is returned
by API ConfigMain.getParameter(String, String) with
valid inputs “elasticsearch.host” and “9205”. In such
scenario, developers should also instantiate the classes that
provide the required API calls, using specific argument
“NodeSettings”. Similar to Type 2 cases, the combination
of the involved arguments required by API calls and the
recursively constructed class instances, makes the parameter
assignments more complicated.

For most of the parameterized APIs and constructors,
they require mixed types of arguments. In many cases, when
instantiating a class instance or calling an API, to construct
one type of arguments, we need to recursively create the
other types of arguments. An effective technique for the
generation of valid test inputs is essential to capture real
program behaviors.

Finding 1: In the collected SC-revealing test cases, 1,206 out of
1,207 API calls (99.9%) and 2,249 out of 2,356 class instances
(95.5%) require at least one arguments to capture the inconsistent
behaviors.
Finding 2: 10,551 out of 10,711 divergence arguments (98.5%)
required by the parameterized APIs and constructors are subject
to semantic constraints, which can hardly be replaced by random
values.

3.3 Empirical findings of RQ2

To answer RQ2, for 1,206 parameterized APIs and 2,249
parameterized constructors in the collected test cases, we
first located their corresponding caller methods in the client
projects’ source code. Furthermore, we manually checked
whether the valid arguments of API calls and constructors
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could be found in the code snippets of their caller methods.
The rational is that the caller methods mostly contain the
invocation contexts of a parameterized API/constructor.
Note that a parameterized API/constructor may have more
than one caller methods in the source code.

For each collected parameterized API/constructor, sup-
pose 𝐴𝑟𝑔𝑢𝑡 is the total number of the required arguments,
and 𝐴𝑟𝑔𝑢𝑠 is the number of arguments that can be identified
in the source code of client project. We found that 2,124 out
of 3,455 parameterized APIs and constructors (61.5%) whose
corresponding 𝐴𝑟𝑔𝑢𝑠/𝐴𝑟𝑔𝑢𝑡 values are greater than 0. This
means that for 2,124 parameterized APIs and constructors,
at least one of their required arguments can be found in
the source code. Specially, among the above 2,124 parame-
terized APIs and constructors, 1,423 of them (67.0%) whose
corresponding 𝐴𝑟𝑔𝑢𝑠/𝐴𝑟𝑔𝑢𝑡 values are equal to 1. For the
rest 701 cases whose corresponding 𝐴𝑟𝑔𝑢𝑠/𝐴𝑟𝑔𝑢𝑡 values are
between 0 and 1, we observed that 61.9% of their arguments
are passed by the input parameters of the constructors’
caller methods. However, the above caller methods are the
APIs provided for invocation by the third-party projects. As
a result, their valid arguments could not be found in the
source code of client projects.

For the remaining 1,331 parameterized APIs and con-
structors (38.5%) whose arguments cannot be found in the
source code (i.e., 𝐴𝑟𝑔𝑢𝑠/𝐴𝑟𝑔𝑢𝑡 values are equal to 0), we
performed the following tasks: (1) We manually extracted
the valid arguments from the code snippets of their caller
methods. If an argument could not be found in the source
code, we randomly assigned a value to it. (2) Let 𝐴𝑟𝑔𝑢′𝑠 be
the number of arguments that are manually extracted from
source code. For each API call/class instance created by the
original developers in the test cases, we replaced it with our
constructed ones whose corresponding 𝐴𝑟𝑔𝑢′𝑠/𝐴𝑟𝑔𝑢𝑡 values
are greater than 0 (i.e., at least one argument could be found
in the source code). (3) After the replacement, we executed
the revised test cases and checked whether they could still
capture the inconsistent behaviors with AssertionErrors.
Finally, 953 out of 1331 parameterized APIs/constructors
(71.6%) were replaced in 193 test cases. For the above
193 revised test sripts, 119 of them (61.7%) successfully
detected the SC issues when running on the project versions
with upgraded/downgraded libraries. The average value of
𝐴𝑟𝑔𝑢′𝑠/𝐴𝑟𝑔𝑢𝑡 of the 601 replaced constructors in the 119 test
cases that can capture SC issues is 0.25 higher than that of
the 352 replaced constructors in the 74 test cases that fail to
detect SC issues (0.61 v.s. 0.36).

From the above results, we can draw the conclusion
that combining the API calls and object constructors with
their valid arguments extracted from the source code to
generate tests can help to expose the inconsistent behaviors.
The more valid arguments injected to the constructors, the
higher success rate of capturing SC issues.

Finding 3: In the collected test cases that can capture the SC
issues, 2,124 out of the 3,455 parameterized APIs and constructors
(61.5%) of which parts of their arguments can be found in the
source code.
Finding 4: When we substituted our injected arguments for the
constructor arguments that cannot be found in the source code,
119 out of 193 test cases (61.7%) captured SC issues.
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Fig. 5: The overall architecture of SENSOR

The empirical findings of RQ1 and RQ2 shed lights on
understanding the characteristics of divergence arguments
and provide valuable guidance to design an automated test
generation technique for detecting SC issues.

4 THE SENSOR APPROACH

4.1 Overview

Figure 5 shows an overview of our approach, which in-
volves three steps: identification for isomerous conflicting API
pairs, test generation and test outcome comparison. First, SEN-
SOR finds a set of conflicting API pairs introduced by a
dependency conflict and identifies which of these conflicting
API pairs are isomerous. Second, it generates tests to capture
the inconsistent variable states of a given client project
affected by isomerous conflicting API pairs. Third, by com-
paring their test outcomes obtained on two conflicting class
versions, SENSOR identifies the SC issues and points out
their impacts on the client project’s program behaviors at a
fine-grained level to help diagnose SC issues.
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4.2 Identifying isomerous conflicting API pairs

SENSOR identifies the isomerous conflicting API pairs at
a fine-grained level based on code differences detected
iteratively using GUMTREE [18]. It considers that those
conflicting API pairs with different implementations will
potentially cause semantic conflicts.

Identifying conflicting API pairs. By analyzing the de-
pendency tree of a client project, SENSOR identifies multiple
versions of a class 𝐶𝑖 or a library 𝐿𝑖𝑏𝑖 . For each API 𝐶 ′

𝑖 ::𝑚𝑘

defined in the shadowed class version 𝐶 ′
𝑖 and referenced

by the client project, SENSOR considers the API 𝐶𝑖 :: 𝑚𝑘

that satisfies one of the following two conditions as its
replaceable method:
• API 𝐶𝑖 :: 𝑚𝑘 has the same signature (i.e, method name,

parameter types and return types) as 𝐶 ′
𝑖 :: 𝑚𝑘 and is

defined in the actually-loaded class version.
• Suppose class 𝐶𝑆𝑖 is the superclass of 𝐶𝑖 . If the actually-

loaded class 𝐶𝑖 does not include the API with the same
signature as 𝐶 ′

𝑖 ::𝑚𝑘 , then SENSOR regards the API defined
in its superclass 𝐶𝑆𝑖 :: 𝑚𝑘 that can be overridden by
𝐶 ′
𝑖 :: 𝑚𝑘 as its replaceable method. In this case, the API

compatibility will not be broken due to dynamic binding
mechanisms.

Finally, 𝐶 ′
𝑖 :: 𝑚𝑘 and 𝐶𝑖 :: 𝑚𝑘 are identified as a pair of

conflicting APIs, which is denoted as 𝐶𝐴𝑃⟨𝐶 ′
𝑖 ::𝑚𝑘 , 𝐶𝑖 ::𝑚𝑘⟩.

Analyzing isomerous conflicting API pairs. We adopt
GUMTREE [18] to check if implementation differences exist
in a conflicting API pair. GUMTREE detects code differ-
ences based on abstract syntax trees (ASTs). When applying
GUMTREE, SENSOR needs to consider the cases where a pair
of conflicting APIs exhibit no difference in terms of their
ASTs but are semantically different due to the changes in
their depended methods. Typically, an API could invoke
a series of methods which constitute a call graph. Any
changes in the methods invoked by an API could possibly
affect the states of its referenced variables, thereby changing
the API’s semantics. To perform a comprehensive analysis
for a conflicting API pair, we construct the corresponding
call graphs of the two APIs, and then iteratively compare
each method pair with the same signature on the call graphs
in a top-down manner. In the process of iterative analysis,
we consider the above conflicting API pair as an isomerous
conflicting API pair, if there are AST differences identified by
GUMTREE between one comparable method pair on the call
graphs.

Although our iterative analysis can capture all code
differences between a pair of method invocation paths on
the call graphs, not all the differences are useful in practice.
According to an empirical study conducted by Schröter et.
al [19], nearly 90% of the issues are fixed within the top-10
methods along the invocation paths. Other deeper methods
barely affect the program semantics of the client project.
To reduce such false positives, SENSOR only analyzes the
methods whose call depth is less than ten, along the original
and actual dependency paths of a conflicting API pair.

Note that, SENSOR performs static analysis on Java
projects based on SOOT framework [20]. It is well-known
that statically constructing sound and complete call graphs
and program dependency graphs for Java language is chal-
lenging due to the language features such as dynamic

binding and reflections [21], [22]. In our approach, SEN-
SOR does not consider reflection-related dependencies, due
to static analysis framework’s limitations. While it takes
dynamic binding-related dependencies into account, such
as the methods overridden by the ones in other classes,
etc. Especially, SENSOR leverages SOOT’s program depen-
dency graph and call graph APIs to identify the iso-
merous conflicting API pairs with configuration cg.spark
geom-pta:true [23], which is proposed by Xiao et al. [24]
using context sensitive points-to analysis to obtain more
precise call graphs.

4.3 Test generation

SENSOR is built on top of EVOSUITE, which adopts a genetic
algorithm (GA) to derive a test suite for a given target class.
SENSOR considers a class that contains an entry method
directly or indirectly referencing the identified isomerous
conflicting APIs, as a target class. However, each isomerous
conflicting API pair may correspond to a set of target classes
defining the above entry methods. In such cases, SENSOR
iteratively generates tests for each identified target class.

To precisely capture the program behaviors, SENSOR
adopts a seeding strategy of class instances and API calls
with divergence arguments, inspired by the our empirical
findings summarized in Section 3. SENSOR injects the invo-
cation context information extracted from the source code
into class instances and APIs with the aim of generating
divergence arguments. To be more specific, for each class
and API defined in a client project, SENSOR constructs a pool
of class instances (denoted as 𝐶𝐼𝑃), and a pool of API calls
(denoted as 𝐴𝐴𝑃), with the injected invocation contexts.
When EVOSUITE needs to instantiate a class or insert an API
call into a test, SENSOR tries to select an instance/API from
𝐶𝐼𝑃/𝐴𝐴𝑃 and provide it to EVOSUITE.

Fitness function. The GA works by iteratively select-
ing individuals from the population based on their fit-
ness function with respect to the search objective. Note
that the individuals of the GA’s population are test suites.
SENSOR adopts the fitness function defined by RIDDLE,
which aims to maximize the possibility of covering the
identified target APIs [7]. In general, it is more difficult
to generate appropriate input data to trigger the target
API’s execution when there are more branches along the
control flow paths from an entry method to the target API.
Hence, to ease the generation of input data, RIDDLE’s fitness
function estimates the number of branches that pass along
the path from entry method to the target API. Then, an
individual (i.e., a test suite) with a lower fitness value, is
more likely to cover the identified conflicting API. Let 𝐶𝑀𝑡

be a set of methods covered by test suite 𝑡𝑠𝑡 , and 𝐵𝑁 (𝑚𝑝) is
the number of branches passed through by the path from
method 𝑚𝑝 ∈ 𝐶𝑀𝑡 to conflicting API 𝑚𝑘 . The fitness of
individual 𝑡𝑠𝑡 is min{𝐵𝑁 (𝑚𝑝) |𝑚𝑝 ∈ 𝐶𝑀𝑡 }. The individuals
with lower fitness values tend to be selected during the
evolution process. Consequently, an individual has fitness
0 if it covers the identified conflicting API.

Constructing 𝐶𝐼𝑃 and 𝐴𝐴𝑃. SENSOR constructs a class
instance involving two steps: identifying its possible ob-
ject constructors and extracting the constructors’ invocation
contexts from the source code of the client project. Let
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𝑀𝑂𝐼𝑖 = {𝑚𝑜1, 𝑚𝑜2, · · · , 𝑚𝑜𝑛} be a set of possible object
constructors of a given class 𝐶𝑖 collected by the static
analysis approach [25], where 𝑚𝑜𝑘 ∈ 𝑀𝑂𝐼𝑖 represents an
object constructor of this class. For most of the cases, a
constructor requires parameters for substantiation. To inject
valid arguments into ∀𝑚𝑜𝑘 ∈ 𝑀𝑂𝐼𝑖 , SENSOR performs the
following tasks: (1) it identifies a set of caller methods
𝑀𝑘 = {𝑚1, 𝑚2, · · · , 𝑚𝑛} in the client project, which reference
the constructor 𝑚𝑜𝑘 ∈ 𝑀𝑂𝐼𝑘 ; and (2) for each caller method
𝑚𝑡 ∈ 𝑀𝑘 , SENSOR locates the source file where it is defined,
and considers the code snippets within the source file as
a search scope of the invocation contexts of 𝑚𝑜𝑘 . Specially,
SENSOR takes into account the following four cases to ex-
tract the invocation contexts of 𝑚𝑜𝑘 ∈ 𝑀𝑂𝐼𝑖 , based on three
types of constructors’ arguments observed in our empirical
study:

Case 1: If the required arguments of 𝑚𝑜𝑘 are strings
or primitive types that can be identified in source code
by exactly matching assignment statements with variable
names, SENSOR extracts their corresponding assigned val-
ues directly from the source code.

Case 2: In the case where the arguments of 𝑚𝑜𝑘 are the
input arguments of the caller method 𝑚𝑖 ∈ 𝑀𝑘 , SENSOR
recursively searches the corresponding invocation context
for caller method 𝑚𝑖 .

Case 3: For the arguments whose assigned values are
returned by the other API calls, SENSOR recursively finds
invocation contexts of the required API calls and the class
instances providing the API calls, following the above steps.

Case 4: For the required arguments that are the in-
stances of other classes, SENSOR recursively constructs such
class instances following the above steps. Moreover, if the
required arguments are strings or primitive types whose
valid values cannot be exactly extracted from source code,
SENSOR randomly assigns values to them. In the cases
of recursively constructing class instances or searching for
valid arguments from the intermediate invocation contexts
(e.g., Cases 2 and 3), the searching process is terminated if the
recursion depth is greater than 𝐷𝑁 , or it cannot generate an
instance of the current class (e.g., the class is not instantiable
for accessibility reasons). In this manner, for each class 𝐶𝑖 ,
we can obtain a set of possible object constructors 𝑀𝑂𝐼𝑖 ,
and each constructor 𝑚𝑜𝑘 ∈ 𝑀𝑂𝐼𝑖 corresponds to a set of
invocation contexts extracted from the source code.

Similarly, SENSOR constructs a pool of divergence argu-
ments for all the public APIs defined in the client project, by
searching their invocation contexts from the source code.
For each API, SENSOR first identified its series of caller
methods in the client project, and then iteratively searches
the required arguments from the code snippets of each
caller method. As such, each API also corresponds a set of
possible invocation contexts. Specifically, in the cases that
the arguments are strings or primitive types, the arguments
are the input arguments of the caller methods, and the
arguments are returned by other API calls, SENSOR extracts
the API’s invocation contexts in the same manner of Cases
1-3 as described in 𝐶𝐼𝑃 construction. While if the API’s
required argument is a class instance, SENSOR randomly
assigns it one of the instances of this class from 𝐶𝐼𝑃. Note
that, SENSOR assigns it 𝑛𝑢𝑙𝑙 value if there are no such class
instances in 𝐶𝐼𝑃.

Seeding strategy. During the insertion of new statements
into a test case, EVOSUITE tries to resolve dependencies
either by re-using objects declared in earlier statements of
the same test, or by recursively inserting new API calls
to generate new instances of the required dependency ob-
jects [26], [27]. Whenever EVOSUITE attempts to generate
a class instance or an API call, SENSOR selects one of the
instances of that class from 𝐶𝐼𝑃 or one set of possible di-
vergence arguments of that API from 𝐴𝐴𝑃, with probability
𝑃𝑂𝐶 to replace it. Note that if 𝐶𝐼𝑃/𝐴𝐴𝑃 does not contain the
required class instance/API’s divergence arguments, such
replacement operations are not performed.

In the presence of an object constructor/API call and
its various corresponding invocation contexts, setting the
probability 𝑃𝑂𝐶 to choose one of them is challenging. In our
approach, we set a probability 𝑃𝑂𝐶 based on the complexity
of a constructor’s/API’s invocation contexts. The selection
strategy favors the class instance/API’s divergence argu-
ments with a low complexity. Also, it dynamically adjusts
the probability 𝑃𝑂𝐶 according to the number of times that
a class instance/API’s divergence arguments has been se-
lected during the test generation process, to diversify candi-
date class instances/API’s divergence arguments. Thus, we
have

𝑃𝑂𝐶 = 1/𝐷𝑒𝑝𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔 × 1/𝑇𝑠 (1)

where 𝐷𝑒𝑝𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔 is an indicator of the invocation contexts’
complexity, which represents the recursion depth for con-
structing the involved class instances or searching valid
arguments from the intermediate invocation contexts; and
𝑇𝑠 is the number of times that a class instance/API’s diver-
gence arguments has been seeded into the tests.

4.4 Test outcome comparison
For each isomerous conflicting API pair, SENSOR generates
tests to trigger their executions on the actually-loaded and
the shadowed class versions where they are defined, respec-
tively. It repeats the above test generation process for 𝑅𝑁
times and then compares the test outcomes.

Triggering isomerous conflicting API pairs. For each
isomerous conflicting API pair 𝐶𝐴𝑃⟨𝐶 ′

𝑖 :: 𝑚𝑘 , 𝐶𝑖 :: 𝑚𝑘⟩,
SENSOR performs the following tasks, where class 𝐶 ′

𝑖 is the
shadowed version and class 𝐶𝑖 is the loaded version.

(1) First, it configures the dependency management file
(i.e., pom.xml) to force the build tools to load the class
version 𝐶 ′

𝑖 containing the API 𝐶 ′
𝑖 ::𝑚𝑘 .

(2) Then, it identifies a set of entry methods 𝐸𝑀 defined
in the classes of the client project that directly or indirectly
references API 𝐶 ′

𝑖 ::𝑚𝑘 .
(3) For each entry method 𝐶𝑝 :: 𝑚𝑘 ∈ 𝐸𝑀 , SENSOR

generates tests for the class 𝐶𝑝 where method 𝑚𝑘 is defined.
SENSOR repeats the above test generation process for 𝑅𝑁
times and records the test outcomes. In our approach, we as-
sume that the original dependency paths from entry method
𝐶𝑝 :: 𝑚𝑘 to the API 𝐶 ′

𝑖 :: 𝑚𝑘 , will not trigger test failures,
unless the test inputs are invalid. Thus, after filtering out all
the failing tests, we obtain a set of tests 𝑇𝑘 (|𝑇𝑘 | ≤ 𝑅𝑁) for
triggering API 𝐶 ′

𝑖 ::𝑚𝑘 .
(4) If 𝑇𝑘 ≠ ∅, SENSOR configures the classpath to load

the class verion 𝐶𝑖 containing API 𝐶𝑖 ::𝑚𝑘 . And then it runs
each test 𝑡𝑢 ∈ 𝑇𝑘 on the program with the class version
𝐶𝑖 and records their corresponding test outcomes. In this
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manner, SENSOR ensures that a pair of conflicting APIs
receive the same inputs during the testing process.

(5) Compare the outcomes of each test 𝑡𝑢 ∈ 𝑇𝑘 after
running on the above two versions of code.

Outcome comparison. SENSOR takes the following two
types of semantic inconsistencies into account, in the com-
parison process:
• Variable states. It considers three types of affected variables,

including: (a) each input argument of entry method whose
type is an object; (b) each global variable referenced by
entry method; and (c) return variable of the entry method.
As a result, if the state of any affected variable is different
across the executions on the above two versions of code,
SENSOR regards the behaviors as inconsistent.

• Test outcomes. If a test succeeds to run on one version of
code but fails on the other, a semantic inconsistency is
noted.

To be more specific, when each test 𝑡𝑢 ∈ 𝑇𝑘 separately
runs on the two versions of code, we record the state of
each affected variable in two cases: (1) if the variable is
of string or primitive type, we collect its state based on
program instrumentation technique with the aid of ASM1;
(2) if the variable whose type is an object, we output its
state into a stream based on object serialization analysis2.
Then, we compare their recorded values to check whether
this affected variable’s state is consistent across two versions
of code. SENSOR considers the isomerous conflicting APIs
that induce one or more inconsistent variable states or test
outcomes when executing one or more generated tests, as
the cases that could cause SC issues. Finally, it illustrates
their impacts on the program semantics of the client project,
to help developers further diagnose the SC issues.

5 EVALUATION

This section presents our experimental results through an-
swering the following research questions:
• RQ3 (Effectiveness): How effective is SENSOR in detecting

SC issues?
• RQ4 (Usefulness): Can SENSOR detect unknown SC is-

sues and provide useful diagnosis information?

5.1 Experimental design
5.1.1 RQ3
To study RQ3, we first collected a high quality ground truth
dataset and then applied SENSOR to this dataset to assess its
effectiveness in detecting SC issues.

Collection for the ground truth dataset. We con-
sider 316 isomerous conflicting API pairs that can cause
AssertionErrors when executing 316 tests collected in our
empirical study (in Section 3), as the ones introducing SC
issues into their client projects. We labeled the isomerous
conflicting API pairs that will not cause SC issues in client
projects, based on the following steps:

(1) We mined the historical commits of open-source
projects on GitHub and identified the commits that only

1. ASM (https://asm.ow2.io/) is a Java bytecode manipulation and
analysis framework.

2. Object serialization analysis is used to write a complete state of an
object and of any objects that it references into an output stream [28].

upgraded/downgraded a library version in the projects’ de-
pendency management scripts (e.g., pom.xml). We consider
that the above change of a library version does not affect
the client project’s program behaviors, if its corresponding
commit satisfies all the following conditions:

• All the tests triggered by a continuous integration build
tool (e.g., TravisCI [29]) can pass the revised project
version, after this commit is submitted.

• In the case that the client project is still active (code
commit records can be found in repository within six
months), there are no version changes for this library, in
the next 24 months after the above commit being merged.
Besides, during the above period, there are no issues
or commits whose descriptions and logs mentioning the
semantic issues caused by this revised library version. The
rational is that a recent study [30] found that bugs are
usually repaired within 2 years across different projects
since they were introduced into the project.

(2) For an identified semantic-preserving library version
change, we labeled the isomerous conflicting API pairs in
the original and revised versions of this library, which can
be covered by the client project’s tests (triggered by the
continuous integration build tool) without errors, as the
ones that will not introduce SC issues.

Eventually, we collected 150 isomerous conflicting API
pairs that will not introduce SC issues into their client
projects and 316 isomerous conflicting API pairs definitely
causing SC issues.

Comparison. We compared SENSOR with the following
three state-of-the-art test generation techniques in terms
of their effectiveness in covering the identified isomerous
conflicting APIs in the above ground truth dataset:

• RIDDLE [7], which is designed for generating tests to trig-
ger the program execution from an entry method of client
project to reach an identified conflicting API that is miss-
ing in the actually-loaded library. RIDDLE works based on
short-circuiting strategy, and a GA with a designed fitness
function (also adopted by SENSOR) aiming to maximize
the possibility of covering the identified target APIs.

• EVOSUITE [26] with SENSOR’s fitness function. EVOSUITE
is chosen as a baseline approach because it uses a GA
to derive test suites for classes and integrates static and
dynamic constant pools to seed arguments [31]. To be
more specific, it seeds primitive types and strings from
source code or bytecode, and numerical values and strings
observed during program execution, with a certain prob-
ability. However, such seeding strategy does not map the
collected values into the arguments of API calls and object
constructors, as it does not consider their corresponding
invocation contexts. In the comparison, we adapted EVO-
SUITE with SENSOR’s fitness function.

• JTEXPERT [25], a search-based approach for object-
oriented test data generation. It works based on a pro-
posed class instance generator and a seeding strategy
to boost the search. JTEXPERT instantiates a class using
different means of instantiations (e.g., static methods re-
turning an instance of a given class, static fields that are
instances of a given class, etc.), but does not seed the
arguments of class constructors from source code, during
test generation process.
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All of the above three baseline approaches derive test
suites for a given target class. In the comparison, we con-
sider a class that contains an entry method directly or
indirectly referencing the identified isomerous conflicting
APIs as their target class. As each isomerous conflicting
API pair may correspond to a set of target classes defining
the above entry methods, we configure these three baseline
approaches to iteratively generate tests for each identified
target class. Such a configuration is also adopted by SEN-
SOR. Finally, we consider they detect an SC issue, if their
generated tests can trigger the isomerous conflicting API
pairs in the ground truth dataset and capture the variable
state or test outcome inconsistencies.

Metrics. The outcomes of a test generation technique
can be categorized as follows: (1) True Positive (TP): The
inconsistent behavior identified by a technique between a
conflicting API pair is a real SC issue. (2) False Positive
(FP): The inconsistent behavior identified by a technique
between a conflicting API pair is not a real SC issue. (3) True
Negative (TN): No inconsistent behavior is identified by a
technique between a conflicting API pair, and it is not a real
SC issue. (4) False Negative (FN): No inconsistent behavior
is identified by a technique between a conflicting API pair,
but it is a real SC issue. Based on the outcomes, we use
Recall, Precision, and F-measure to evaluate the technique’s
performance, which are defined as follows.

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =𝑇𝑃/(𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃) (2)

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 =𝑇𝑃/(𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁) (3)

𝐹-𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 =2 × 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 × 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙/(𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙)
(4)

Precision evaluates whether a technique can detect SC
issues precisely. Recall evaluates the capability of a tech-
nique in detecting all the SC issues. 𝐹-𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 takes the
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 and 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 into consideration, and weights these
two metrics equally [32].

Experimental setting. For SENSOR and three baseline
approaches, we set the time budget for the evolutionary
search to 800 seconds and repeated the test process for
𝑅𝑁 = 10 times on each code version with different random
seeds.

5.1.2 RQ4
To answer RQ4, we conducted experiments on 140 open-
source Java projects that were randomly sampled from
GitHub using three criteria: (1) it has received more than
50 stars or forks (i.e., popularity); (2) it references multiple
versions of libraries or classes detected by static analysis and
contains at least one commit after April 2020 (i.e., actively-
maintained); (3) it is not included in the subject set of
our empirical study in Section 3 (i.e., new validation). We
leveraged SENSOR to generate issue reports that include: (a)
the root causes of SC issues (i.e., conflicting library versions
introduced in a project and the ones would be loaded and
shadowed, respectively, and the isomerous conflicting API
pairs inducing semantic inconsistencies); (b) the original
and actual dependency paths that invoke the isomerous
conflicting API pairs; (c) the generated test cases that can
trigger the executions of the isomerous conflicting API pairs;
(d) the differences in the test outcomes or variable states of
the client project after executing the generated test cases. We

TABLE 2: The experimental results on the ground truth dataset

𝑇 𝑃 𝐹𝑃 𝑇 𝑁 𝐹𝑁 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝐹 -𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒

SENSOR 229 26 124 87 0.898 0.725 0.802
RIDDLE 21 3 147 295 0.875 0.067 0.124

EVOSUITE 27 4 146 289 0.871 0.085 0.156
JTEXPERT 13 2 148 303 0.867 0.041 0.079

submitted the issue reports to the corresponding developers
via the projects’ issue tracking systems and evaluated the
usefulness of SENSOR based on developers’ feedback.

5.2 RQ3: Effectiveness of Sensor
5.2.1 Overall effectiveness.
Table 2 shows the experimental results on the ground truth
dataset. RIDDLE identified 24 SC issues with 3 (11.1%)
false positives. Besides, it did not capture any inconsistent
behaviors between 442 isomerous conflicting API pairs, with
295 (66.7%) false negatives. For EVOSUITE (with SENSOR’s
fitness function) and JTEXPERT, they identified 31 (with 4
false positives) and 15 (with 2 false positives) SC issues,
respectively, and their corresponding 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 are 0.085 and
0.041, respectively. Our approach, SENSOR, identified 255
SC issues with 26 (10.2%) false positives, which achieves a
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 of 0.898. For the isomerous conflicting API pairs
that will not cause SC issues in client projects, SENSOR
successfully identified 211 of them, with 87 (41.2%) false
negatives, leading to a 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 of 0.725. In terms of the 𝐹-
𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒, SENSOR also significantly outperformed all the
baseline approaches.

By manually checking the true positive SC issues de-
tected by RIDDLE, EVOSUITE and JTEXPERT, we found that
in these cases, all the invocation depths from the entry
methods of client projects to the conflicting APIs are less
than 3. All the object constructors in the test cases generated
by the above three techniques that successfully captured
the SC issues, do not need arguments. However, the ini-
tialization of the required variables could be found in the
method bodies of the above specific simple constructors.
Therefore, they could easily trigger the target branches with
valid program semantics. Note that the above true positive
SC issues were also detected by our technique. For 229 true
positive cases detected by SENSOR, the average invocation
depth from the entry methods to the conflicting APIs is
7.4. The seeded arguments by SENSOR greatly increases
the possibility of reaching the target branches and expose
inconsistent behaviors, compared with RIDDLE, EVOSUITE
and JTEXPERT.

To be more specific, 197 SC cases were only exposed by
SENSOR, while failed to be captured by the three baseline
approaches. It is largely ascribed to the effectiveness of
SENSOR’s seeding strategy, which considers both arguments
of class instances and APIs with invocation contexts. For
example, as shown in Figure 6 (a), to expose the SC issue
in project Ez-vcard 0.11.1, a test should first instantiate
an object of class ezvcard.util.HtmlUtils and then call
the entry method toElement(String) that indirectly invoke
isomerous conflicting APIs. Figure 6 (c) shows a test case
generated by SENSOR, which exactly seeded the arguments
required by object constructor HtmlUtils(String) and API
toElement(String) from their caller method body (Figure 6
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Fig. 6: Illustrating the effectiveness of SENSOR’s seeding strategy

(b)), and then successfully captured inconsistent behaviors
on conflicting API versions. However, the test generated
by RIDDLE (Figure 6 (d)) with random arguments failed to
reach the target APIs. Although EVOSUITE can seeds prim-
itive types and strings from source code or bytecode (static
constant pool), and numerical values and strings observed
during program execution (dynamic constant pool) with a
certain probability, it does not consider the mappings be-
tween collected values and the arguments of APIs and object
constructors. As shown in Figure 6 (e), it assigned argument
“body” of method Document.getElementByTag(String)
to object constructor HtmlUtils(String), and generated
a random argument “asfas?fb<.eq” for entry method
toElement(String). Consequently, it failed to expose such
SC issue. While JTEXPERT used an alternative strategy to
seed the object of class ezvcard.util.HtmlUtils (using a
static method that returns this class instance), but without
seeding its required arguments from source code. Then, the
test as shown in Figure 6 (f) has less capability in revealing
inconsistent behaviors.

We further investigated the reasons why SENSOR gen-
erated false positive and negative cases of SC issues and
summarized them below.

False positive examples. The main cause of false pos-
itives generated by SENSOR is that the inconsistent be-
haviors are caused by the non-deterministic or random
variable states, which are benign for the client projects.
For example, as shown in Figure 7, a test case generated
by SENSOR captured the inconsistent return values of the
entry method in project cdap 6.0.0, on conflicting versions
of library com.google.code.gson. The return value is a
Json string, which has the same attributes but different
declaration orders on these two library versions. However,
the attributes are stored in an unordered collection and the
sequence of traversing the attributes is non-deterministic in
the program. Such differences do not affect the semantics
of client project, and therefore it did not catch developers’
attention. The other false positives detected by both SENSOR
and the three baseline approaches are similar cases, in which
the inconsistent behaviors affected by conflicting API pairs
(e.g, non-deterministic text formats, random values, etc.),

1: Sensor
2: 
3:
4: 
5: 
6: 

Fig. 7: A false positive example of SENSOR

are benign for the program semantics.

False negative examples. We manually investigated the
87 false negative cases detected by SENSOR, and divided
them into the following two categories:

• The inconsistent branches within conflicting API pairs cannot
be reached (53/87 = 60.9%). In these cases, the required
object constructors and APIs have multiple caller methods
with different invocation contexts in the source code,
and the ones seeded by Sensor could not trigger the
inconsistent branches within conflicting API pairs, even
over the ten runs.

• The program crashed before reaching the conflicting API pairs
(34/87 = 39.1%). The 34 false negative cases were caused
by the inaccurate arguments extracted by SENSOR, which
led to program crashes before triggering the conflicting
API pairs. By further investigation, we found that the
inaccurate arguments are manifested into two patterns: (1)
the required arguments are affected by a series of method calls
that cannot be extracted from the source code exactly (20/34
= 58.9%), and (2) part of a constructor’s arguments cannot be
found from the source code, to which random values are assigned
(14/34 = 41.2%).
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5.2.2 Effectiveness on producing divergence arguments.

Let 𝑁𝑐 be the number of classes in a project for which SEN-
SOR could construct instances; 𝑁𝑎 be the number of public
APIs for which SENSOR could extract divergence arguments;
𝑁𝐶 and 𝑁𝐴 be the total number of classes and public APIs
in this project, respectively; 𝑁𝐼 be the average number of
instances with different divergence arguments constructed
for each class in a project; and 𝑁𝑃 be the average number
of invocation contexts with different divergence arguments
extracted for each API call. Then, 𝑁𝑐/𝑁𝐶 and 𝑁𝑎/𝑁𝐴 in-
dicate SENSOR’s capability on constructing 𝐶𝐼𝑃 and 𝐴𝐴𝑃.
In our ground truth dataset, the 466 isomerous conflicting
API pairs are selected from 220 Java projects. As shown in
Figures 8(a) and 8(b), the box plots show the distribution
of indicators 𝑁𝑐/𝑁𝐶 and 𝑁𝐼 in these projects. On average,
SENSOR could construct instances with extracted arguments
for 75.8% of classes in the projects. We looked into the code
and found that SENSOR could not instantiate the remaining
classes mainly because their required arguments are not
provided in the source code, or for the accessibility reason.
On average, in these projects, SENSOR constructed 3.21
instances for each class with divergence arguments.

From Figures 8(c) and 8(d) (distribution of indicators
𝑁𝑎/𝑁𝐴 and 𝑁𝑃), we can tell that, on average, SENSOR could
extract divergence arguments for 68.3% public APIs in these
projects. And for each API call, on average, SENSOR found
3.6 invocation contexts from source code with different
divergence arguments. By investigation, the main reasons
why the APIs’ required arguments cannot be extracted from
source code are: they are affected by a series of method
calls that cannot be exactly identified, and the APIs are
only provided for invoking by third-party projects, as such
their invocation contexts cannot be found in the source code.
Specially, in project FluentLenium-3.9.0, there are 89 object
constructors and 152 APIs having more than ten invocation
contexts from which SENSOR can extract divergence argu-
ments. The diverse constructed class instances and API calls
significantly increase the probability of capturing inconsis-
tent behaviors with different invocation contexts.

Let 𝑆𝑐 represent the number of class instances that are
successfully seeded by SENSOR from 𝐶𝐼𝑃 into a test case;
𝑆𝑎 denote the number of API calls with arguments that are
successfully seeded by SENSOR from 𝐴𝐴𝑃 into a test case;
and 𝑁𝑂 and 𝑁𝐷 be the total number of instantiated classes
and inserted API calls in this test case, respectively. Then,
𝑆𝑐/𝑁𝑂 and 𝑆𝑎/𝑁𝐷 are the seeding rates of class instances
and API calls by our approach in a test case, respectively.
Figures 8(e)-(h) show the value distributions of 𝑆𝑐/𝑁𝑂 and
𝑆𝑎/𝑁𝐷 in the 1307 generated test cases that successfully
captured the SC issues and the 2124 test cases that did
not reach the target APIs (including the ones triggering
crashes), over the 𝑅𝑁 = 10 runs, respectively. As we can
see, the average value of 𝑆𝑐/𝑁𝑂 in Figure 8(e) is 0.23 higher
than that in Figure 8(f), and the average value of 𝑆𝑎/𝑁𝐷
in Figure 8(g) is 0.17 higher than that in Figure 8(h). The
results demonstrated the validity of our seeded divergence
arguments.

Furthermore, suppose that 𝐴𝑟𝑔𝑢𝑠 is the number of ar-
guments required by a constructor/API that can be ex-
tracted from the source code, and 𝐴𝑟𝑔𝑢𝑡 is the total number
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Fig. 8: Effectiveness on producing divergence arguments

TABLE 3: The results on anonymized industry projects

Projects 𝐿𝑂𝐶 𝐶𝐴 𝐼𝐶𝐴 𝑇 𝑃 𝐹𝑃

P1 >100K 103 44 7 2
P2 >100K 78 9 3 0
P3 >100K 213 36 10 2

P4 >100K 52 20 5 2
89 25 6 1

P5 >50K 31 7 2 1

P6 >50K 64 12 3 0
45 11 3 1

P7 >20K 23 7 2 0
P8 >20K 42 8 3 0
P9 >20K 15 4 1 1
P10 >20K 7 2 1 0

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 46 / 56 = 0.821

of required arguments in this constructor/API. For the
seeded class instances and API calls in the 1307 test cases
that successfully exposed SC issues, the average value of
𝐴𝑟𝑔𝑢𝑠/𝐴𝑟𝑔𝑢𝑡 is 0.25 higher than that in the 2124 test cases
failed to trigger the target APIs. This validates the correct-
ness of the arguments extracted by SENSOR for constructing
class instances and API calls.

5.2.3 Effectiveness on industrial projects.

To further assess SENSOR’s effectiveness, we applied it to
the industrial projects in the Neusoft Co. Ltd (SSE: 600718)
and received an assessment report [33]. Neusoft [11] is the
largest IT solutions & services provider in China, which
has considerable large-scale Java projects with hundreds of
third-party libraries. Diagnosing SC issues is one of the key
challenges for their developers. Table 3 reports the results
of applying SENSOR to ten industrial subjects that comprise
over 0.58 million lines of code. We invited nine developers
who participated in development of the selected projects to
verify the detected SC issues. We did not evaluate the 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙
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Fig. 9: An example failing test generated by SENSOR for indus-
trial project P3

in this experiment since it is difficult to obtain the complete
set of SC issues in the projects.

In Table 3, column “𝐿𝑂𝐶” represents lines of source
code of the project; columns “𝐶𝐴” and “𝐼𝐶𝐴” represent the
number of conflicting API pairs and isomerous conflicting
API pairs caused by two conflicting library versions in the
project, respectively. Among the 56 detected SC issues, 46
were confirmed by developers as true positives (TPs) and
10 were labeled as false positives, leading to a 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 of
0.821. By communicating with the projects’ developers, we
found that the main cause of the above false positives (FPs)
is the same as that in the open-source projects. In these cases,
the inconsistent variable states affected by the conflicting
API pairs are benign for the semantics of industrial subjects.
Specially, by looking into the test cases that failed to trigger
the target APIs, we found that many of them have already
been seeded with divergence arguments by SENSOR but still
could not work since they need additional environmental
dependencies. As shown in an example test generated for
detecting an SC issue in project P3 (Figure 9), the called
entry method is implemented based on the Java Database
Connectivity (JDBC) [34] technique to access virtual data
source. Although SENSOR extracted object constructor
GroupDataSource(String)’s arguments “pumatesta” from
source code, this test triggered a java.sql.SQLException
when invoking GroupDataSource.getConnection(), due to
lack of an environmental configuration of JDBC database.

In particular, we received positive feedback from the
Neusoft’s testing team, on the high precision of SENSOR.
Such results indicate that SENSOR not only achieves signifi-
cant effectiveness on open-source projects, but also performs
great on industrial subjects.

5.3 RQ4: Usefulness of Sensor

SENSOR successfully detected 306 SC issues from 50 projects
among all the 140 projects. Note that the SC issues caused
by a pair of conflicting library versions were merged into
one issue report. Altogether, we submitted 54 issue reports.
As shown in Table 4, 38 out of 54 issue reports (70.4%)
were confirmed by developers as real bugs; 32 out of 38

confirmed reports (84.2%) were quickly fixed; and 6 of
them (15.8%) were in the process of being fixed. Among
the 16 unconfirmed issue reports, two were labeled as false
positives and the others are not confirmed mainly due to
inactive maintenance of the corresponding release versions.

The reasons of the false positive cases, are similar as
those we previously discussed. The developers considered
the reported issues as benign after checking the impacts of
our reported inconsistent behaviors across two versions. For
example in Issue #1897 [35], the isomerous conflicting API
pair <hashCode():Junit.4.4, hashCode():Junit.4.12>
indirectly affects the state of an HashMap variable used
in an entry method of project Aws-sdk-java. APIs
hashCode():Junit.4.4 and hashCode():Junit.4.12 differ
in the way of constructing the value Key. However, both
versions of this API can ensure the uniqueness of Key
used to map its associated Value. Therefore, the developer
considered it as a false positive issue, since it would not
introduce bugs.

Encouragingly, we have received developers’ positive
feedbacks on the reported SC issues and our tool. Devel-
opers in Issue #11 [36] agreed that the provided test case
indeed triggered realistic program behaviors, which has fa-
cilitated their diagnosis for semantic conflicts. In particular,
a developer confirmed the usefulness of our approach:

“I encountered the same problem when using MiA. I just
noticed something strange happened in the [min, max] range
of operation progresses. Thanks for your test case. It helped me
reproduce this issue. By amazing coincidence, I got the similar
outputs as your test.”

Besides, developers have expressed great interests in our
detection technique for SC issues. For instance, in Issue
#288 [37], an experienced developer [38] in the Ontop com-
munity has been looking for a technique of such kind to
detect semantic conflicts:

“ I am very interested in the detection method so that in
the future we will have a more systematic approach to avoid the
issue related to such conflict, which is in general quite subtle and
difficult to debug.”

SENSOR was highly recognized in the assessment re-
port [33] provided by Neusoft:

“On average, it took about 20.5 hours to obtain the diagnosis
report for a large-scale Neusoft project, and the run time depends
on the number of conflicting APIs in the project. Although
the testing task is time-consuming, SENSOR did a great job in
automatically detecting SC issues. The generated diagnosis reports
indeed helped us identify many issues that could hardly be found
using our existing test suites.”

The above results and developers’ feedback demonstrate
that the information (e.g., test cases) provided by SENSOR is
useful for developers to diagnose the SC issues in practice.

5.4 Discussions
5.4.1 What types of behavioral differences can SC issues
cause?
We further analyzed the root causes and distributions of
the behavioral inconsistencies induced by the identified
isomerous conflicting API pairs of all the subjects as shown
in Table 4. Statistically, for the 306 isomerous conflicting API
pairs that affect the client projects’ program behaviors, we
further categorized the exposed behavioral inconsistencies
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TABLE 4: The SC issues reported by SENSOR

ID Project Version Star Fork Issue ID #SC issues Status
1 Htm.java c874f02 296 156 #550 1 Pending
2 EasyTransaction cadfc96 2k 779 #144 1 Pending
3 Apache/Reef 8eb98d9 92 102 #2056 1 Fixed
4 Hydra 2c9039f 83 47 #364 1 Confirmed
5

Motan 522f450 5.4k 1.8k
#800 15 Fixed

6 #809 15 Fixed
7 Restx 5639370 434 78 #297 3 Fixed
8

Netty-rest fa9bc00 103 42
#8 12 Fixed

9 #9 9 Fixed
10 Ff4j 8e57626 832 216 #336 10 Fixed
11 Aws-sdk-java 71050e8 3.4k 2.6k #1897 1 False positive
12 Retrofit 7128bf3 34.8k 6.7k #3018 12 Fixed
13 Guagua 91c849a 72 40 #103 19 Fixed
14 Jss7 47a32ba 104 162 #309 1 Pending
15 Product-iots 08219aa 120 176 #1911 1 Pending
16 Atom-hopper 86e8872 58 48 #301 1 Fixed
17 Quick-media 6b80d86 441 240 #41 1 Fixed
18

Ontop 2dee196 325 122
#287 12 Fixed

19 #288 17 Fixed
20 Odo ce1299b 141 28 #173 1 Fixed
21 Java-design-patterns f006782 55.2k 19.7k #868 1 Fixed
22 Hmily da05d51 2.7k 1.1k #86 1 Fixed
23 Ninja dc66bf2 1.9k 517 #654 1 Fixed
24 Openstack-java-sdk 426c193 177 203 #214 1 Fixed
25 Javacpp 123ce0d 3k 457 #295 1 False positive
26 MiA 7ff43cc 342 222 #11 1 Confirmed
27

Vertx-examples dbf0519 2.6k 1.9k
#335 1 Confirmed

28 #336 1 Confirmed
29 Rest-assured bbede9f 4.5k 1.4k #1143 1 Fixed
30 Yawp a415710 137 22 #121 1 Fixed
31 Apache/Hive fdc2c5c 3k 3.3k #21374 1 Fixed
32 Weixin-java-springmvc a900254 333 223 #17 3 Fixed
33 Nutzboot 2addfed 342 118 #199 2 Fixed
34 FastjsonExploit 94d3a38 336 107 #6 1 Fixed
35 Metrics-cloudwatch 42000ff 23 52 #4 1 Pending
36 Sentinel 9936b4d 13.7k 4.8k #1730 1 Fixed
37 SmartIM b49de00 131 40 #12 11 Fixed
38 KafkaExample 7e4c35d 116 82 #2 5 Pending
39 Querydsl 58174db 3k 662 #2647 18 Fixed
40 DataLink dd8d26a 655 287 #52 10 Pending
41 Confluent-Kafka-Certification 9971b93 72 54 #5 4 Pending
42 Yql-plus 0ba7dcf 32 52 #119 29 Fixed
43 Jprotobuf ed10550 633 228 #141 4 Fixed
44 Freedomotic 1b1a94e 339 484 #490 1 Fixed
45 Reactive-grpc ce3b3b2 537 78 #226 4 Fixed
46 Hangout 7c21e9c 461 190 #163 5 Fixed
47 Xenqtt 8a37a34 23 58 #4 9 Pending
48 Distributed-redis-tool 17344e4 565 297 #24 21 Pending
49 Webmagic 4b90227 9.3k 3.9k #951 10 Pending
50 Kafka-avro-course c19c767 102 112 #8 4 Pending
51 Netbout 65b989e 37 53 #1159 1 Confirmed
52 Qconfig 16d584f 181 61 #17 5 Pending
53 Database 64bb8ca 518 117 #180 11 Confirmed
54 Halo-dal bf4b588 84 55 #8 1 Pending
The detailed information is available at: https://sensordc.github.io/
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 10: Examples of behavioral differences

into three types: (a) 268 of them (87.6%) only cause variable
state inconsistencies; (b) 9 of them (2.9%) only lead to test
outcome inconsistencies; (c) 29 of them (9.5%) result in both
variable state and test outcome inconsistencies.

By manually examining the source code of isomer-
ous conflicting API pairs, we found that variable state
inconsistencies are mainly caused by adding or deleting
control branches in one version of the conflicting API
(e.g., issue #2056 [39] in project Apache/Reef as shown
in Figure 10(a)) or inconsistent function implementations
between conflicting API pairs (e.g., issue #1143 [40] in
project Rest-assuredas shown in Figure 10(b)). In addition,
strengthening the precondition or weakening postcondition
of a referenced method will lead to test outcome inconsisten-
cies. A method’s precondition is the condition that a caller
must satisfy before calling the method, and a method’s
postcondition is the condition that a callee must satisfy
before returning from the method [2]. For instance, in is-
sue #9 [41] of project Netty-rest (Figure 10(c)), replac-
ing the shadowed version of a method with the loaded
version resulted in strengthening the precondition of this
conflicting method. Therefore, the caller in client project
will trigger a NullPointerException when the caller of
method setNamesSize() in the client project passes an
empty HashSet to it. Similarly, in issue #809 [42] of project
Motan (Figure 10(d)), referencing the actually loaded version
of a method to substitute the shadowed version will weaken
its postcondition, which can trigger a crash in the caller. The
above cases will break the compatibility of libraries in the
client projects.

5.4.2 How do developers fix the SC issues?
The SC issues merged in an issue report are caused by a
pair of conflicting libraries, as such they can be solved by a
fixing patch. By looking into the 32 fixed issue reports listed
in Table 4, we identified the following four fixing solutions,

Fig. 11: Mappings between issue reports and fixing solutions

and the mappings between issue reports and such solutions
are described in Figure 11:

• Solution 1. Harmonizing the library version. 40.6% (13/32) of
reported issues are solved by upgrading or downgrading
the library versions, since such conflicting libraries are
direct dependencies and their higher or lower versions
can provide client projects with their expected program
behaviors (e.g., issue #297 [43] in project Restx).

• Solution 2. Adjusting the libraries’ declaration order on the
classpath. Libraries’ declaration order in the dependency
management script (i.e., pom.xml) determines their load-
ing priorities on the classpath (i.e., Maven’s first decla-
ration wins loading strategy) [5]. 28.2% (9/32) of reported
issues are worked around by reversing declaration order
of conflicting library versions in pom.xml.

• Solution 3. Keeping one library version and deleting the
other conflicting ones. 21.9% (7/32) of reported issues are
fixed by deleting the unexpected library versions from
dependency management script (e.g., issue #3018 [43] in
project Retrofit).

• Solution 4. Declaring a library version as direct dependency
to shadow the other conflicting ones. According to Maven’s
nearest wins loading strategy, the version that appears at the
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nearest to the root (client project) of the dependency tree
will be loaded, if multiple versions of the same library are
referenced by a project [5]. 9.4% (3/32) of reported issues
are resolved by declaring the expected library version
as a direct dependency to shadow the indirectly intro-
duced conflicting versions (e.g., issue #2056 [43] in project
Apache/Reef).

The above four solutions can be applied to the sce-
nario that adopting a higher or lower library version
can resolve the SC issues, as the 32 issue reports satisfy
(adopting lower version: 3/32 v.s. adopting higher ver-
sion: 29/32). Otherwise, according to the empirical find-
ings in Wang et al.’s work [5], all the conflicting versions
should be loaded by customizing classloader via dynamic
module system framework such as OSGI [44], or using
Maven-Shade-Plugin [45] to rename and relocate the con-
flicting classes on the classpath. Classloader customization
comes with additional costs and often requires developers
to have a deeper understanding of the classloader mecha-
nism. Besides, using such framework also requires the client
project to undergo a series of laborious refactoring oper-
ations. Maven-Shade-Plugin can allow multiple versions
of the same class to be referenced by the client project.
However, this tool may cause runtime crashes since its
limitations in dealing with Java reflection mechanism.

5.4.3 When and how can developers use SENSOR?
Due to the loading rules of build tools and asynchronous
evolution of libraries, dependency conflicts can easily be in-
troduced into Java projects, when: (1) adding a new library,
(2) deleting an existing library, (3) migrating one library
to another, (4) upgrading a library, and (5) downgrading a
library. If the directly or indirectly introduced multiple ver-
sions of a library contain the APIs with identical signature
but semantically inconsistent implementations, an SC issue
will happen. To timely identify the semantic inconsistencies,
developer can apply SENSOR to their projects after changing
their dependency configurations.

SENSOR is a fully automated SC issue diagnosis tool.
It takes a project’s source code (for extracting divergence
arguments) and binary code (for static analysis) as inputs.
And then, it outputs an SC issue diagnosis report, including:
(1) conflicting library versions in the dependency tree (i.e.,
the loaded and shadowed versions), (2) isomerous con-
flicting API pairs, the implementation differences between
them, and original and actual dependency paths that invoke
the isomerous conflicting API pairs, (3) generated tests for
triggering the inconsistent behaviors, and (4) test outcome
comparison results. The detailed explanations can be re-
ferred to README file in SENSOR’s code repository.

5.4.4 Can SENSOR be applied to the projects written in
other programming languages?
SENSOR’s technical architecture for diagnosing SC issues
can be generalized to the projects written in other program-
ming languages. However, there are three steps should be
adapted based on the programming language’s characteris-
tics:
• Identifying dependency conflicts. Library or class loading

rules of build tools are various among different program-
ming language communities. For instance, Python projects

using version ranges (e.g., ⟨≥ 3.0 ∧ <4.0⟩) to reference
third-party libraries, and automatically download and
install the newest library version satisfying such version
constraints [46]. The dependency conflicts can be intro-
duced into Python projects whenever a referenced library
releases a newer version, even if the projects’ dependency
management scripts have no changes. Therefore, the de-
pendency conflict detection should be adapted according
to the specific manifestation patterns and root causes in
different programming language communities.

• Analyzing the isomerism between conflicting API pairs. In our
approach, we combine call graph analysis with ASTs (us-
ing the existing tool GUMTREE) to identify the isomerism
between conflicting API pairs for Java projects. Since it is
challenging to perform precise static analysis for software
projects written in the interpreted languages, e.g., Python,
Javascript, etc., this step should be performed with the aid
of an alternative code difference analysis approach.

• Generating tests. SENSOR is built on top of EVOSUITE,
which is a recognized effective test generation technique
for Java projects. Combining the proposed seeding strat-
egy of divergence arguments with the existing test genera-
tion technique designed for other programming language
projects is feasible. However, the effectiveness of such
combination is affected by the technical maturity of the
alternative test generation technique.

5.4.5 What are the limitations of SENSOR?
Similar to other test generators, the effectiveness of SENSOR
is limited in its capability of constructing instances of anony-
mous classes. Besides, our technique can only randomly
assign values for a parameterized object constructor, if its
invocation contexts cannot be identifed from the source
code, which may affect SENSOR’s effectiveness.

In terms of static analysis, SENSOR cannot deal with the
Java reflection mechanism when identifying the original and
actual dependency paths that invoke the isomerous conflict-
ing API pairs. In future, we plan to combine TAMIFLEX [47]
(an effective technique aiding static analysis in the presence
of reflection and customized class loaders) with SOOT to
improve SENSOR’s capability of detecting reflection-related
SC issues.

6 THREATS TO VALIDITY

Ground truth dataset collection. Collecting the ground
truth dataset of SC issues is challenging and can be a threat
to the evaluation results. To avoid introducing noises in
our dataset, we upgraded/ downgraded the actually-loaded
library versions in a series of Java projects. After altering
the library versions, we selected the conflicting API pairs
that could trigger the AssertionErrors when executing the
projects’ associated tests, as the cases that definitely caused
SC issues.
Validity of developers’ feedback. In this paper, we rely
on developers’ feedback to validate the effectiveness and
usefulness of SENSOR on both industrial and open source
projects. However, there might be different opinions to-
wards the validity of the issue reports for different develop-
ers. To mitigate such threat, for the industrial subjects, we in-
vited nine original developers with the domain knowledge
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of the selected projects for verification. For the open source
projects, we did not encounter the controversies for all the
evaluated subjects. Therefore, the received feedback demon-
strate the effectiveness and usefulness of our approach.

7 RELATED WORK

Dependency conflict. Library conflicts are challenging to
detect for a program analysis and difficult to avoid for
library developers. Determining whether two or more li-
braries cannot be built together is an important issue in
the quality assurance process of software projects. Blincoe
et at. [48] conducted an in-depth study of millions of depen-
dencies across multiple software ecosystems. They found
that using a range of versions to declare dependencies could
facilitate the automated repairing for dependency conflict
issues, when adopting semantic versioning strategies. Yet,
since the vast majority of Java projects declare the fixed
versions of their referenced third party libraries, semantic
versioning does not play a major role in repairing depen-
dency conflict issues in the Java ecosystem.

Ghorbani et al. [49] formally defined eight inconsistent
modular dependencies that may arise in Java-9 applications,
and proposed a technique DARCY to detect and repair
such specified inconsistent dependencies. So far, there are a
significant fraction of Java projects that do not adopt Java-9
mechanism. Therefore, an effective approach to diagnosing
the SC issues is still urgently needed in the Java ecosystem.

Suzaki et al.’ approach [50] mainly focused on conflicts
on resource access, conflicts on configuration data, and
interactions between uncommon combinations of packages
and categorized them to provide useful suggestions on how
to prevent and detect such problem. Patra et al. [51] were the
first researchers studying the detection strategy for conflicts
among JavaScript libraries. They tackled the huge search
space of possible conflicts in two phases, i.e., identifying
potentially conflicting library pairs and synthesizing library
clients to validate conflicts. Soto-Valero et al. [52] presented
quantitative empirical evidence about how the immutability
of artifacts in Maven Central supports the emergence of
natural software diversity.

Afterwards, Wang et al. [5] conducted a study to char-
acterize the manifestations of dependency conflicts in Java
projects, and presented a static analysis technique to diag-
nose dependency conflict issues. In approach [7], they also
developed RIDDLE to generate tests to collect crashing stack
traces to facilitate dependency conflict diagnosis. RIDDLE
designs a guidance criteria to evolve sets of candidate tests
using a GA to maximize the possibility of triggering conflict-
ing APIs. To overcome the unsolvable branch conditions on
the path that invokes the target API, it performs mutation
operations for each branch to make them be evaluated to be
True or False. However, RIDDLE cannot effectively detect
SC issues, due to its randomly generated arguments and
such mutation operations. In our approach, to expose SC
issues between conflicting library versions, we designed
Sensor, an automated technique injecting divergence argu-
ments extracted from source code to generate tests.

Differential testing and analysis. Differential testing
and analysis techniques have been used to find bugs across
many types of programs [53], [54], [55], [56], [57], [58], [59],

[60], [61], [62], [63], [64]. Zhang et al. [65] implemented an
isomorphic regression testing approach named ISON, which
compares the behaviors of modified programs to check
whether abnormal behaviors are induced in the new code
versions. Xie et al. [66] presented a differential unit testing
technique, DIFFUT, which compared the methods between
different program revisions. Petsios et al. [67] proposed an
effective technique NEZHA to trigger semantic bugs, using
gray-box and black-box mechanisms to generate inputs for
differential testing. NEZHA is applicable to detecting the se-
mantic differences among different libraries providing sim-
ilar functionalities. Compared with the above differential
testing techniques, SENSOR has a different goal: detecting
semantic conflicts combining the client projects’ invocation
contexts.

Wang et al.’s approaches [68], [69] are closely related to
our work, which focused on the asynchronous evolution
of software libraries and client software. They referred to
the case that an API signature remained identical in a
new library version but its behaviors changed, as behavioral
backward incompatibilities (BBIs). In approach [68], they con-
ducted an empirical study to understand the status, major
reasons and impact of BBIs of Java software libraries. In
approach [69], they proposed DEBBI, a technique which
detects BBIs via cross-project testing and analysis. Our work
differs from [68], [69] in two aspects: (1) although BBIs
have similar symptoms as semantic conflicts, they happen in
different scenarios. In approach [69], Wang et al. discussed
the impacts of BBIs when client projects upgrade their direct
dependencies. While SC issues are caused by loading one
library version and shadowing the others, when multiple
versions of a library are directly or transitively introduced
in a client project. (2) Wang et al. used the client project’s
associated test code (designed by original developers) to
validate the behaviors of APIs with identical signatures
but changed implementations in the new library version.
However, such cross-version testing could not be effectively
adapted to detect SC issues, due to the limited coverage
capability of associated tests for transitive dependencies.
Hence, we proposed SENSOR to generate tests with diver-
gence arguments to expose inconsistent behaviors caused
by dependency conflicts.

Test input generation. Existing automated testing gen-
eration approaches use many techniques to create inputs
for exercising a software under test with minimal human
efforts, including feedback-directed random test genera-
tion [70], [71], [72], search-based techniques [73], [74], seed-
ing strategies [75], [76], [77], [25], [78], [79], and symbolic
reasoning-based test generators [61], [80], [81], [82]. Xu et
al. [83] presented a mining approach to building a decision
tree model according to the test inputs generated from Java
bytecode. It converts Java bytecode into the Jimple repre-
sentation, extracts predicates from the control flow graph of
the Jimple code, and uses these predicates as attributes for
organizing training data to build a decision tree. Dallmeier
et al. [84] proposed an improved dynamic specification
mining technique, TAUTOKO, to generate test cases. Since
previous specification mining technique entirely depends on
the observed executions, the resulting specification may be
too incomplete to be useful if not enough tests are available.
To address this problem, TAUTOKO explores previously
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unobserved aspects of the execution space. Their evaluation
results shown that the enriched specifications cover more
general behaviors and much more exceptional behaviors.
Toffola et al. [85] proposed an approach to extract literals
from thousands of tests and to adapt information retrieval
techniques to find values suitable for a particular domain.

Despite all successes, test generation still suffers from
non-trivial limitations in exposing SC issues. First, ap-
proach [83] are more effective to deal with the code snippets
with simple data types that can be easily convert into Jimple
representations. While our empirical study results show
that to trigger the real SC issues, effective test generation
techniques should have the ability to construct divergence
arguments for parameterized complex constructors. Second,
the effectiveness of approaches [84], [85] entirely depends on
the detection ability of existing test suites of projects under
test. Our empirical study provides evidences that combin-
ing invocation contexts of constructors in source code can
effectively improve the possibility of capturing inconsistent
program behaviors caused by SC issues. In addition, exist-
ing techniques [75], [76], [77], [25], [78], [79] have proposed
different seeding strategies for test input generation, espe-
cially for strings and primitive types. Since these strategies
generate constructor arguments without considering their
invocation contexts, they are not effective in constructing
valid class instances to expose conflicting API pairs. SENSOR
adopts a new seeding strategy of class instances inspired
by the our empirical findings summarized in Section 3. It
injects the invocation context information extracted from the
source code into class instances with the aim of generating
divergence arguments.

8 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we presented an effective and automated
test generation technique SENSOR, which are capable of
producing valid inputs to trigger the SC issues. The eval-
uation results show that SENSOR can achieve a 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛
of 0.898 and a 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 of 0.725 on open source projects
and a 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 of 0.821 on industrial subjects. SENSOR has
detected 306 SC issues from 50 open source projects and
submitted 54 issue reports to them. Encouragingly, 38 issue
reports (70.4%) have been confirmed by developers as real
SC issues. Although SENSOR is designed for detecting SC
issues, it can be adapted to other problems arising from li-
brary evolution (e.g., safeguarding the reliability upgrading
libraries). In future, we plan to combine symbolic execution
or fuzzing techniques with our technique to improve its test
input exploration capability.
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